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Knitters will find specific techniques and instructions for felting their knitting in this detailed step-by-step
introduction, including how to felt on purpose and not by mistake, techniques for both hand and machine
felting, and choosing and testing yarns. They’ll also learn whether knitting swatches is really necessary and
how big to knit a piece before felting. Twenty-four detailed projects include stylish bags, totes, hats, and
mittens; warm and fuzzy vests and slippers; and decorative pillows, placemats, and coasters. With a section
on embellishing felting and felting on felt (needle felting), knitters will be inspired to create these beautiful
projects for friends and family, from the baby’s first felt hat to the furry slippers for cold winter nights.
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From reader reviews:

Julie Gailey:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading addiction
give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book in
which improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of reserve you read,
if you want get more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want sense happy read
one along with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The Felted Knits is kind of reserve which is
giving the reader capricious experience.

Archie Williams:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them family
members or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or
even playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read
a book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent the
whole day to reading a guide. The book Felted Knits it is quite good to read. There are a lot of individuals
who recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have
enough space to create this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book
from your smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book provides high quality.

Michelle Shaw:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Felted Knits reserve written by well-known
writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who read the book.
Written within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your own hunger then you still doubt Felted Knits as good book but not only by the cover but also through
the content. This is one guide that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so why you
have to listening to another sixth sense.

Tania Hansen:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know
everything you want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
ended up being exactly added. This guide Felted Knits was filled concerning science. Spend your free time to
add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has various feel when they reading
some sort of book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a publication. In
the modern era like now, many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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